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I. Introduction 

Input data requirements for certain special processors are des
cribed here. These codes are used In a local confutation system for 
analysis of nuclear reactors . a A key computation module in this system 
is the VENTURE finite-difference diffusion theory code.*7 Another module 
In this system is an input processor which generates interface files 
directly from free form data; it plays a separate role In generating 
files but lacks capability to process data in a form oriented toward 
problem descriptions rather than file formats. These special processors 
have, for the most part, been In production use for a long period of 
time; the user community has become Intimately familiar with their use 
and calls for their services routinely. 

These codes are honest members of the system in Chat they play the 
game of Interface file management fairly under the file management 
service routines. Primary control is vested in these service routines 
to make available a reference table of file names and associated unit 
numbers, to update this table by extending it, and to identify revision 
numbers of files having the same name. A computer run Is made under 
the direction of a control module which playa a crucial role of initial
ization and wrap-up. A stand-alone mode of module use was adopted In 
the early development effort, but this mode is no longer recommended 
because instructions at the control module level are overridden and 
destroyed. 

The name of each Interface data file to be generated is either in 
the file management tables (although a file may or may not exist in the 
sense of being available) ox it is not. Execution of a special processor 
quite generally causes the generation of a new file having the same 
version number as the latest (highest nuabered) one which appears to exist 
on the same logical unit, without access of the old file. Thus preassign-
ment of file names and associated logical unit numbers may be made at 

a0MJL-5158 
6ORNL-5062 
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the control nodule level as an initialization step. If a file is to 
be generated which does not !**ve its name in the file aanageaent tables, 
assignment is made of a new logical unit number to the file name, 
version 1 is assigned, and the file is generated. 

Each block of user input data must start with a header card which 
identifies the special processor, and aust terainate with an END card. 
No distinction is made between a zero and a blank field. Data elements 
are usually named herein, followed by fixed field columns of a keypunched 
input data card in parentheses. A non-zero default value is shown in 
[] after the discussion about the datum, overridden by non-zero input. 
Undefined data is reserved for future use. Some of the data is blocked 
into individual sections and three digit identifying numbers are used 
to head the input data for the individual sections; except where indi
cated, data must be supplied for each section, and in the order of 
increasing section number. 

A reasonable amount of error checking is done to identify evident 
user blunders and to effect abortion to avoid wasted calculation by 
return of a non-zero stop number. Still, unreasonable data may be 
supplied inadvertantly, so careful checking of the edits from the codes 
and of the results is in order to avoid drawing incorrect conclusions 
in analysis. 

A summary is presented below of the access names and path identifi
cation for the specltl processors covered and the names of the files 
generated. Files which are generated only on option have been shown in 
parentheses. Also shown are the names of records added to the file 
CONTRL; these are accessed by the computation modules for their control. 

Processor Access Path Record Generated 
Access Name Module Number in file CONTKL Files Generated 

DVENTR 2 DTNINS 

DCRSPR 2 XCPINS 
DUTLIN 2 (optional) 
DCMACR 2 
DENMAN 99 

_ _ — _ _ ^ _ — — — " ~ ~ ~ " ~ ~ " ~ " — — — ^ — — — — — ^ ^ — — i 

i 

I 

GEODST, NDXSRF, , 
ZNATDN, (SEARCH) * 

;» 
(CXSPRR) . 1 

See discussion 
(ZNATDN) 
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II. Processor DVEaTR (VEHTURE Input) 

This code processes data to generate the essential files required 
by the VENTURE neutronics code. The files generated are consistent 
regarding the zone volutes which are calculated froa the geoaetric aesh 
description and the nuclide cross section, concentration referencing 
tables. Reference data is accessed froa the group ordered miiroscopic 
cross section file GRUPXS requiring that it be available. 

Header card: DVEKTR in colusns (1-6). 
(Three cards are required here in the stand-alone code access 
•ode, not recommended. The first contains the aeaory to be 
allocated for data storage, 16 in colusns 1-6, and the next 
two cards are for a descriptive title, 12A6/12A6.) 

Section 001; General Control 

Card 1: 001 in Coltans 1-3. 
Card 2: Control Data (6E12.0). 

RXX1U-12) 
RXX2(13-24) Machine central processor tlae llait for case (ain) 

if > 0. 
RXX3(25-36) If > 0, the restart 1/0 data file RSTRTR will be 

written (rewritten) every RXX3 ainutes during the 
iterative calculation, and also at teraination [0.0). 

RXX4(37-48) Power level (watts thermal) [1.0]. (Normalization 
of the flux is to source neutrons produced lacking 
energy generation data with the cross sections.) 

RXX5(49-60) Conversion factor, ratio of thermal energy to 
fission • capture energy as calculated froa the 
data presented with the cross sections [1.0]. 

RXX6(61-72) Fraction of reactor considered, applied to the power 
level RXX4 (accounts for the actual geometry treating 
lesj than the whole core). KXX6 would be 1.0 in R-Z 
geometry if Z spanned the whole core, 0.5 if only 
half was treated; in X-Y geometry, this could be 
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the reciprocal of the Z dlaenslon. Considering unit 
dimensions In untreated coordinates, this Is tke 
volume actually treated divided by the actual core 
volume. Power generation In untreated regions 
requires special consideration. 
Mote that the flux level will be normalized to cause 
a fission + capture energy level of RX£4*BXX6/RXX5. 
(If UXA is perchance electrical energy, then RXX5 
should contain the plant efficiency.) 

Card 3: Control Data, cont. (6E12.0). 
RXX7(1-12) 

Chebyshev paraaeter y. upper bound (overrides that 
calculated by the code). 
Chebyshev paraaeter u lower bound, usually zero, 
(overrides that calculated by the code). 
Specified overrelaxation coefficient (overrides 
automated procedure). 
Convergence criterion on integral quantities (K) on 
outer iterations [O.OOCwl]. 
Convergence criterion on local, point quantities 
(aaxlaua relative flux change) [0.00005]. 

Card 4: Control Data cont. (6E12.0) 
RXX13(1-12) Input Buckling to override that on the GEODST 

interface file. 
RXX14 (13-24) 
RXX15(25-36) 
RXX16(37-48) Search k^f{ to be satisfied. 
RXX17(49-60) 
RXX18(61-72) 

Card 5: Control Options (2413). 
ICXl(l-3) Transport theory approxiaation to be applied [1]. 

1 - Finite-difference diffusion theory. 
2 - Simple P. approxiaation. 

RIX8(13-24) 

UX9(25-36) 

RXX10(37-4d) 

RXX11(49-60) 

RXX13(61-72) 
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lCX2(4-6) Type of problem. 
0 - Determine k ... 

eff 
1 - Search (see ICX3, section 028 data required). 
2 - Fixed source (requires source file be supplied). 
3 - Adjoint only (see ICX4 option to do the adjoint 

p rob lea directly following a regular problea, 
which is generally recommended). 

4 - B 2 search. 
5 - 1/v search, prompt mode (requires velocity data 

in cross section file). 
ICX3(7-9) Search data reference, see section 028 which is 

required if ICO > 0, ICX2 - 1. 
ICX4(10-12) Adjoint problem option. 

0 * Not to be done. 
1 - Adjoint eigenvalue problea. 
2 - Adjoint fixed source problea (requires source 

file be supplied or generated). 
ICX5(13-15) Flux initialization option. 

0 - Automated procedure, recommended unless a good 
guess is available. 

-1 - Set all values equal. 
1 - Make space-energy dependent. 
2 - Use data from the Interface data file supplied. 

ICX6(16-18)a Force data handling mode. 
0 - Automated procedure, recommended to minimize 

data input/output. 
1 - Core contained. 
2 - Space problea contained. 
3 - One row contained. 
4 - Multiple planes stored. 

A -1 option has recently been added to allow the user to cause termina
tion if the amount of memory allocated is insufficient for efficient 
execution (cannot store space problea in two-dimensions or enough 
planes to avoid excess data transfer in three-dimensions). 

;j>(i''i«*4l»i>w<W»»,'. !«»*/. ̂ •»*iS:#»->w>"H»*'!.n*» 5.<*«W*\W.-#DI«»DI .. Mmmummm Mtm.rjfim!~,r!,^.m>T' • 
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5 - Multiple rows stored. 
6 - Mulci-level transfer mode (special coding for 

a aachine having a large slow extended aeaory). 

ICX7(19-21) If > 0, a previously written restart data file 
RSTRTR will be read to continue a calculation which 
aust be supplied. 

ICX8(22-24) Extrapolation options on outer iterations. 
0 - Autoaeted procedure which aay do either single 

error or double error node extrapolation. 
-1 - Single error node using successive iterate 

flux sets. 
1 - Single error •ode using alternate iterate 

flux sets. 
2 - Extrapolation not allowed. 
3 - Set to 0, but when single error node extra

polation is done, successive iterate flux sets 
are used. 

ICX9(25-27) Options for initialization procedure 
-2 - Do not solve a 1-D problea. 
-1 - Do not use results froa a 1-D problea for inner 

iterative procedure data. 
0 - Automated. 
1 - No Chebyshev o:' overrelaxation coefficients on 

outer iterations. 
2 - Fix the nuaber of inner iterations. 
3 - Fix the nuaber of inner iterations, no Chebyshev. 
4 - Fix overrelaxation factors and the nuaber of 

inner iterations. 
5 - Saae as 4, but r.o Chebyshev. 
6 - Same as 4. but do not use results from a 1-D 

problem. 
7 - Same as 5, but do not use results from a 1-D 

problem. 
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ICX10(28-30) 

ICXll(31-33) 

ICX12(34-36) 

ICX13(37-39) 

ICX14(40-42) 

10X15(43-45) 

1CX16(46-48) 

1CX17(49-51) 

Negative Flux option. 
0 - Negative flux not allowed. 
1 - Negative flux allowed (required only for 

special situations). 
Nuaber of inner iterations, reference value. (For 
•any fast reactor problems we find 4 inner iterations 
is near optiaua without Chebyshev acceleration; 
however for soae probleas the code autoaated pro
cedure aay be superior provided adequate aeaory is 
allocated for the inner iteration process to be done 
efficiently.) 
HaxJBua nuaber of outer iterations. If set * 969, 
calculation is not done, but pre Hal nary data 
processing froa the interface data files is a check
out procedure. 
Extrapolation not allowed before ICX13 outer 
iterations. 
If < 0, forced extrapolation is allowed. 
Outer iteration chebyshev acceleration (flux) 
options. 
<0 - Start at iteration nuaber |ICX14|. 
0 - Use autoaated procedure. 
1 - Start after first extrapolation. 
2 - Force after initial delay. 
3 - Do not allow. 
Options on aesh point sweep. 
-1 - Force normal ordering. 
0 - Autoaated procedure. 
1 - 0 , ordering when data handling procedures allow 

it. 
Plane number of a 3-D problem which is to be run 
as a 2-D problem. 
Options on k-effective calculation. 
0 - Automated procedure. 
1 - Calculate k-effective by the source ratio. 

j.V.ft A*\^~.A:*^fc**ifc>^^^ —««»».T..Mm^.,,..—inrr ^mmm 
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10X18(52-34) 

IOU.9(55-57) 

1(220(58-60) 
ICX21(61-63) 

Fission spectrum option. 
0 - Apply set values. 
1 - Determine zone-dependent data from data for the 

individual nuclides, often desirable for fast 
reactor problem. 

Fission spectrum normalization. 
0 - Hot to be done. 
1 - Normalize individually to unity. 

ICX22(64-66) 
10X23(67-69) 
ICX24(70-72) 

This order (1, 2, or 3) of the coordinate direction 
dependent cross section data in the library is to 
be used for the first dimension. 
Ditto, second dimension. 
Ditto, third dimension. 
Force data transfer of the region assignments in 
processing (only used to check procedures). 

Curd 6: Edit options and instruction to generate interface data files 
(2413). 
Note: Indicated action generally to be taken if the value is 

4 0, no action if 0. 
Print overall neutron balance, highly recommended. 
Print neutron balance by zone (macroscopic 
composition). 
Print space-energy point flux values which is 
recommended only when really essential. 
Print space point map of power density, not usually 
needed, especially when zone peaks are edited. 
Print power density traverse through peak along 
each coordinate. 
Print space point map of neutron density requiring 
velocity data with the cross sections, useful only 
in some situations (t/v is 1/v response). 
Print neutron density traverse through peak along 
each coordinate. 

IXEld-3) 
IXE2(4-6) 

IXE3(7-9) 

IXE4(10-12) 

IXE5(13-15) 

IXE6(16-18) 

1XE7U9-21) 
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IXE8(22-24) 

IIE9(25-27) 

IXE10(2*-30) 

IXE11(31-33) 

IXE12(34-36) 
IXE13(37-39) 

IXE14(40-42) 
IXE15(43-45) 

IXE16(46-48) 

IXE17(49-51) 

IXE18(52-54) 

Print space-energy point adjoint flux values (when 
calculated), seldom needed. 
Print; zone average flux v«. by energy group 
(c-lready available if the zone neutron balance is 
obtained by option IXE2); if >1, also print zone 
average adjoint flux values if the adjoint problea 
is solved. 
Print information about the iterative progress. 
-1 - No 
0,1 - One line of iteration edit per outer iteration. 

2 - Also inner iteration data. 
3 - Also more inner iteration data. 

Print principal macroscopic cross sections and 
other data, useful for checking data. 
1 - Only macroscopic cross sections. 
2 - Also boundary conditions and buckling, and 

overrelaxation coefficients. 
3 - Also extensive Information about initialization. 
Print scattering macroscopic cross sections. 
A plane number for which the zone and group bucklings 
are to be calculated. 
A second plane number for the buckling calculation. 
Write regular total flux interface data file RTFLIIX. 
1 - Replace old file; if none exists, create one. 
2 - Write a new file. 
Write adjoint total flux (if calculated) interface 
data file ATFLUX. 
1 - Replace old file; if none exists, create one. 
2 - Write a new file. 
Write regular zone flux interface data file R2FLUX. 
1 - Replace old file; if none exists, create one. 
2 - Write a new file. 
Write power density interface data file PWDINT. 
1 - Replace old file; if none exists, create one. 
2 - Write a new file. 

% 

Mfcfe •,. -.v w.i.«*• •<'- *t*&>lXl1^4F4+K-:*~*<W4*<>V'jrF'Vf*1'**** *myv*m»*&'m iUSP0 
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IXE19(55-57) Write fission source interface data file F1SS0R. 
1 - Replace old file; if none exists, create one. 
2 - Write a new file. 

IXE20(58-60) Print option when input data is processed. 
1 - Edit interface data files NDXSRF and ZNAIDM. 
2 - Also edit interface data file GEODST. 

UE21(61-63) Additional print option when data is processed. 
-1 - No nesh point zone number edit. 
0 - Edit zone nuaber at each aesh interval only 

after overlay input Section 006. 
1 - Edit zone nuaber at each aesh interval after 

input Sections 005 and 006. 
IXE22(6A-66)a Perturbation edits. Positive values for this nuaber 

indicate that the neutronics regular-flux or adjoint-
flux or both regular followed by adjoint calculations 
are to be run prior to the perturbation calculation 
to write the interface data files RTFLUX and ATFLOX 
which sust be available for perturbation calculations. 
Negative values indicate that these two interface 
data files already exist and no neutronics calcula
tion will be done. 
|l| - Edit basic integrals. 
|2( - Also edit transport integrals. 
{31 - Also edit absorption cross-section space 

point importance nap. 
|4| - Also edit production and production-absorption 

cross-section space point importance naps. 
|5( - Also edit 1/v apamt point importance sap. 

IXE23(67-69) Write perturbation interface data file PERTUB 
(IXE22 not zero). 
1 - Replace old file; if none exists create one. 
2 - Write a new file. 

IXE24(70-72) Save results as formatted data (see Section 704, 
of the VENTURE report) at the end of a case. 

A new option |6| allows file PERTUB to be written with edit suppressed. 
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1 - Yes. 
2 - Also print this data. 

1 

Section 002: Optional General Control 

This section of input is optional. 
Card 1: 002 in colusns 1-3. 
Card 2: Control options (2413). 

IXCNld-3) Identifies secondary search data in the SEARCH inter
face file to be used if the constraints of the first 
set are not satisfied, and a second search is to be 
done (see SEARCH file specifications). 

IXCN2(4-6) Option to use local iapleaentation of systea data 
transfer routines (requires about 600 words addi
tional seaory for data but reduces buffer space.) 

IXCN3(7-9) Option for testing to prevent default of files 
to aeaory. 

Card 3: Control options (cont.) (2413). 
IXENK1-3) Calculate and edit perturbation results for a 100 

percent change in macroscopic cross sections and 
uncertainty (sensitivity) information if IXE22 
(Section 001) is not zero. 

IXEN2(4-6) Option to write point flux values (used for 
auxiliary exposure calculations). 
>0 - write flux data for this zone. 
-1 - write data for only the point where the power 

density is a — xlaua for the initial neutronics 
problea. 

-2 - write flux data for points In the zone where 
the power density is a aaxlaua for the initial 
neutronics problea. 

-3 - write flux data foi the point where the first 
group flux is a — xiatsi for the initial 
neutronics problea. 

-* 

I 
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-4 - write flux data for the points in the zone where 
the first group flux is a — x l n w for the initial 
neutronics problem. 

<-4 - write flux data for this nesh point count in 
the mesh. 

IXEH 3(7-9) A second zone number for the sane purpose, only 
>0 allowed. 

1X014(10-12) Option to calculate a fined source and write a new 
Interface file FIXSIC from the results of this. 

c a forward eigenvalue problem: F(zone, group) • -z — , 
Z is the fertile macroscopic capture cross section, 
£ is the fuel aacroscopic absorption cross section, 
and C and A are integrated fissile capture and fuel 
absorption (C/A « primitive conversion ratio?. 

1XEN5(13-15) 
IJEEM6 (16-18) 
1XEM7(19-21) 
lX£M8(22-24) 
IXEH9 (25-27) 
IXEMO (28-30) 

Card 4: Control options (coot.) (2413). 
lXMUl(l-3) 

Card 5: Control Data (6E12.0). 
RXXMld-12) 

Card 6: Control Data (cont.) (6E12.0). 
RXXM7(1-12) 
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Section 003: Geometric Description 

Card 1: 003 in Colu 
Card 2: Data (1313) 

IG0HU-3) 

D0L(4-6) 

DfBR(7-9)c 

1-3. 

Reference Ceoaetry. 
1 - Slab (X) one-diaensional. 
2 - Cylinder (R). 
3 - Sphere (S). 
6 - X-Y, two-dimensional. 
7 - R-2. 
8 - 8-R. 
9 - T (equilateral triangle). 
10 - H (equilateral hexagon). 
14 - X-Y-Z, three dimensional. 
15 - 6-R-Z. 
17 - T-Z. 
18 - H-Z. 
Boundary at start of rows (left). 
0 - Zero flux. 
1 - Reflected. 
2 - Extrapolated. 
3 - Repeating with opposite end. 
Boundary at end of rows (right). 
0 - Zero flux. 
1 - Reflected. 
2 - Extrapolated. 
3 - Automatically if IMBL-3. 
4 - Repeating with next adjacent face (rotational 

symmetry with boundary JMBB) . 
5 - Inverted repeating this face (180* rotational 

symmetry). 

« 

interchange of IMBR and JMBT frov old 0RML codes; only those 
boundaries required for the geometry need values. 

««*•.'.. 
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JMBT(10-12) Boundary at start of columns (top). 
0, 1, 2, options above. 

JMBB(13-15) Boundary at end of columns (bottom) 
0, 1, 2 options above (set - 4 if D O * * 4). 

KNBF(16-18) Boundary face of planes (front) 
0, 1, 2 options above. 

KMBR(19-21) Boundary back of planes (back) 
0, 1, 2 options above. 

MBS(22-24) number of buckling specifications: remember that 
buckling is normally only to approximate leakage in 
those coordinate directions untreated, and not for S, 
R-Z and three-dimensional problems. 
U - None, code uses B^ - 0.0. 
1 - Single value of B? applies everywhere. 
• NZ0NE = number of zones, zone dependent. 
* N*NZ0NE, data is given over all zones for the 
first energy group, then for the next group, 
and so on through N groups. If there are more 
than H groups, data for group N is used for the 
other groups. If NBS > 0, additional data will 
be required. 

NBCS(25-27) Number of constants for external boundaries non
return boundary constants, applied only where the 
"extrapolated" boundary condition is specified. 
0 - Default value of C - 0.4692 is used; 

1 - Single value to be used everywhere. 
6 - Individual values for each of the faces of a 

3-D problem (left, right, top, bottom, front, 
back). 

N*6 - Values for the six faces are given for the 
first energy group, then the next, through M 
groups; data for group N is used for any addi
tional groups. If NBCS > 0, additional data 
will be required. 
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NIBCS (28-30) Number of constants for internal extrapolated 
boundaries. 
0 - None, default value C - 3.4692. 
1 - Single value given will be used. 
N - Values given in increasing group nuaber order, 

last value used for any additional groups. If 
NIBCS > 0, additional data will be required. 

NZWBB (31-33) Number of zones which are black absorbers (no return 
current froa these). 
If NZWBB > 0, additional data will be required. 

NTRTAG(34-36) Orientation of triangular geometry. 
0 - 120* between X and Y axes (required for 120" 

rotational syaaetry which is about opposite 
corner froa 0,0). 

1 - 6 0 " between X and Y axes (required for 60* 
rotational syaaetry which is about opposite 
corner froa 0.0). 

NRASS(37-39) 
Card(s) 3: NBS values of buckling required (6E12.0). 
Card(s) 4: NBCS values of boundary constants required (6E12.0). 
Card(s) 5: NIBCS values of internal boundary constants required (6E12.0) 
Card(s) 6: NZWBB identifiers of black zones required (2413). 

Section 004: Geoaetrlc Mesh Description 

Card 1: 004 in Columns 1-3. 
Card(s) 2: (6(I3,E9.0)). 

Specify the nuaber of aesh points and the region width for each 
vertical region going froa left to right. For a two-dlaansloual problea 
next specify the number of aesh points and the region width for each 
horizontal region going froa the top to bottoa starting with a new card. 
For a three-dlaenslonal problea then specify the number of aesh points 
and the region width for each region going froa front to back starting 
with a new card. In referring to the geometric aesh, rows of aesh 
points go froa top to bottoa, columns of aesh points go froa left to 

f #****.» f* : * V 
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right, and planes of aesh points go from front to back. In R and R-Z 
geometry, a row is a radial traverse. In 8-R and 6-R-Z geometries, 
coluans radiate downward from a center at the top and a row has constant 
radius. In hexagonal geoaetry, the X and Y axes are assumed to be at 
60* (upper left-hand corner), and dimensions are on external boundaries. 
In triagonal geoaetry, the X and Y axes are located at 120* (except 60* 
when NTRIAG in Section 003 is made 1). Distances are given along these 
coordinates (not at 90* for the special orientations). Data must be 
ended for each traverse by a blank entry; If the last cart of data is 
filled for any traverse, another card is required (blank). 

Section 005; Zone Placement 

Card 1: 005 in Columns 1-3. 
Card(s) 2: (2413). 

Specify the zone identification nuabers (I.e., location of uniform 
composition) of each region of a traverse along the first horizontal row 
of regions going from left to right, one number for each interval entry 
in Section 004. Beginning with a new card, specify the zone nuabers of 
each region in the second horizontal row of regions. Continue these 
specifications going from top to bottom. For a one-dimensional problem, 
the zone nuabers are specified for only one traverse. For a three-
dimensional problem, give the two-dimensional grid for the front plane 
of regions and continue these to map the material through to the back 
plane. The cross section set later to be associated with the zone 
numbered 1 will be used as a reference, so zone 1 might be located within 
a core rather than in a blanket or reflector. Also it will prove con
venient to number consecutively zones which will contain the same mate
rial (will have the same nuclides and use the same microscopic cross-
section tape). Note that each specification in this block of data is 
for a traverse along a row and requires the same number of entries. 

Section 006; Hash Overaly (Optional) 

New zones may be superimposed within a mesh already described with 
this data. 
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Card 1: 006 in Columns 1-3. 
Card 2: (14). 

Specify a zone nuaber in the first field; data is read to a blank 
zone nuaber. 
Card(s) 3: (3(614)). 

Specify blocks of points by left coluan nuaber and then right 
coluan nuaber to give Halts along rows, top and bottom row nuabers for 
coluan Halts, and front and back plane nuabers for depth Halts in that 
order. If only one row is involved, for exaaple, then that row nuaber 
is repeated. Only 4 entries are needed for each specification in 2-D 
geoaetry. Data is read to blank left column entry. The entry 
000600060005001300020002^ places the new material along coluan 6 froa row 
5 through 15 and on only plane 2. Reaeaber that each aesh point has an 
associated volume around it - mesh points do not lie on material inter
faces; specifying a single aesh point here, say 0006jD006p005j0005_0002p002_ 
does involve the associated volume. 

4 

Section 012: Assignment of Nuclide Maae Sets to Zones 

This data is used to block the nuclide concentrations. 
Card 1: 012 in Columns 1-3. 
Card 2: Number of subzones in Columns 1-3, NSZ. 
Card 3: Referencing data (4I3.E12.6). 

Ml(1-3) First zone number of a consecutively numbered set 
of zones. 

M2(4-6) Last zone number of the set. 
NS(7-9) Nuclide set reference number (out of the Integers 

from 1 to the number of sets). 
NC(10-12) Zone classification number. 
VF(13-24) Volume fraction associated with zone concentrations 

in these zones. [1.0] 
Cards 3 are read until a blank or zero HI number 
is encountered. 
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Card(s) 4: Subzone data (4I3.E12.0) required if NSZ > 0. 
MMl(l-3) First subzooe nuaber of a consecutively numbered 

set of subzones. 
IW2(4-6) Last subzone nuaber of the set. 
NMS(7-9) Nuclide set reference nuaber. 
MMC(10-12) Zone nuaber containing these subzones. 
VMC(13-24) Fraction of the zone voluae applying to each of 

these subzones. 
Cards 4 are read to a blank (zero HH1). 

Section 013: Nuclide Naaes in Sets 

This data is necessary to relate concentration assignments by 
nuclide naae. 
Card 1: 013 in Coluans 1-3. 
Card 2: HNS aaxiaua number cf nuclides in any set in Coluans 1-3. 
Card 3: NDXS nuaber of nuclides in this set in Coluans 1-3. 
Card(s) 4: Naaes of nuclides (alphanumeric characters) in the set which 

aust correspond with user identification naaes (not absolute 
labels) in the cross-section library, NDXS six-character 
naaes (12A6) required. 
Cards 3 and 4 are repeated for each set specified in Section 
012 through the maximum set nuaber. 

Sectloa 020: Nuclide Concentration Assignaents 

In this assignaent of nuclide concentrations for soae initial con
dition, overlay is permitted; that is the last assignaent to a zone 
overrides any previous ones. 
Card 1: (13, 3X, 213, E12.0) Section Card. 

Coluans (1-3) Must contain the section identification 020. 
ND0 (7-9) Option that no concentrations are supplied if <0 

which assumes that the file ZNATDN exists and is not 
to be written, and no more cards are supplied In 
this section. 
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NCN (10-12) Cycle reference (count) for documentation. 
TIME (13-24) Reference time (days) for documentation. 

Card 2: Zone set (213). 
MZl(l-3) First zone number of a consecutively numbered set 

of zones. 
NZ2(4-6) Last zone number of the set. 

Card(s) 3: Concentration assignments 4(A6,E12.0). 
Specify a six character alphanumeric name of a nuclide and 
then its concentration, and continue with sets of these to 
a blank name. 
Cards 2 and 3 are read until a blank card (zero HZ1) is 
encountered. 

Mote: Names must correspond precisely with those given in Section 
013 and with those in the cross-section library. 

Card(s) 4: Subzone set (313), required if NSZ > 0. 
NSZl(l-3) First subzone number of a consecutively numbered 

set of subzones. 
HSZ2(4-6) Last subzone number of the set. 
MSZI(7-9) Option on input. 

0 - Input concentrations. 
1 - Use the concentrations from the corresponding 

zone (the nuclide set for the zone and subzone 
•use be the same for this option). 

Card(s) 5: Subzoae concentrations 4(A6,£12.0), required if MSZI - 0. 
Cards 4 and 5 are read until a blank card (zero MSZI) is 
encountered. 

Section 028: Critical!ty Search Data for Search Problems 

Card 1: (13) 028 in Columns (1-3). 
Card 2: (13) 

NSP(l-3) Search set identify, normally 1 for the first 
one and incrementing up. 

Card 3: (6E12.0) Search specifications. 
XSHK1-12) Desired multiplication factor (1.0). 
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(k -k )/k n n-X n 

XSH2(13-24) MultipUcation factor slope, 3k/3X where X is the 
search problem eigenvalue. 

XSU3(25-36) Convergence criterion to be aet by k, e 
where n refers to iteration [S.0E-5]. 

XSH4 (37-48) Convergence criterion to be aet by eigenvalue of the 
search problea [1.0E-3]. 

XSH5(49-60) Modifier applied to nuclide concentration varied 
specially (for NSHl « 7 only). 

XSH6(61-72) 
Card 4: (2413) Search specifications. 

NSHl(1-3) 

NSH2(4~6) 

NSH3(7-9) 

NSH4(10-12) 

NSH5(13-15) 
NSH6(16-18) 
NSH7(19-21) 

Type of search. 
0 - Not defined. 
1 - Buckling. 
2 - 1/V. 
5 - Dimension. 
7 - Nuclide concentration search by proportional 

adjustments of selected initial concentration. 
9 - Nuclide concentration search by ad<!ing weighted 

eigenvalue adjustments to selected initial 
concentration. 

Subzone option when NSHl « 7 or 9. 
0 - Search data by zone. 
1 - Search data by subzone. 
Maximum number of neutronic eigenvalue problems 
allowed for the search (a zero specifies a direct 
search). 
Number of first dimension coarse mcish intervals 
(data required only for a dimension search, 
NSHl - 5). 
Number of second dimension coarse mesh intervals. 
Number of third dimension coarse mesh intervals. 
Maximum number of isotopee or nuclides defined in 
a set for a concentration search (NSHl « 7 or 9 only). 
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NSH8(22-24) 

NSH9(25-27) 

NSH10(28-30) 

HSH11(31-34) 
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Number of sets specified for concentration search 
(NSH1 - 7 or 9 only). 
Search problem eigenvalue range allowed for an 
acceptable solution. 
-1 - \ > 0. 
0 - Ho restriction. 
1 - 0 < \ < 1. 
2 - X < 1. 
State of the iterative procedure allowed for an 
acceptable solution. 
0 - No restraint. 
1 - Convergence criteria not met. 
2 - Convergence criteria not set and problem not 

converging. 
Conditions allowed in the solution for it to be 
acceptable. 
0 - All N > 0 during calculation. 
1 - All N > 0 at solution. 
2 - Allow N < 0. 

I 
•ft 

NSH12(35-36) 
Additional input is required if HSHl 5 or 7 or 9. 

For NSH1 » 5 

Card(e) 5: (6E12.0) 
SRUDJ(J) NSH4 values to be used as first dimension coarse 

mesh modifiers; coarse mesh intervals are adjusted 
in proportion to these modifiers. 

Card(s) 6: (6E12.0) 
SRHDI(I) NSH5 values to be used as second dimension coarse 

mesh modifiers. 
Card(s) 7: (6E12.0) 

SRHDK(K) NSH6 values to be used as third dimension coarse 
mesh modifiers. 

4 
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For MSH1 - 7. There aust be NSH8 sets of Card 5 and Card(s) 6. 

Card 5: (213) 
MSHZl(l-3) First nuaber of a consecutively nuabered set of 

zones (or subzones). 
NSaz2(4-6) Second nuaber of a consecutively nuabered set of 

zones (or 3ubzones). 
Card(s) 6: (12(A6)) 

RHIIAHS(M) NSH7 nuclide naaes whose concentrations are to be 
adjusted proportionately in the specified zones 
(subzones); blanks are allowed. 
Concentrations are adjusted by the equation 

>n Multiplier. 
Card 7: (10(A6)) 

fflJSHK(N) 

C. * AC. where A Is act 

The naaes of up to 10 nuclides to have concentra
tions adjusted Inversely (concentration changes are 
of opposite sign to those of the other nuclides) in 
all search zones C £ - Cx + C1*(1-A)*XSH5. 

For NSH1 « 9 

Card 5: (213) 
NSHZ1U-3) (See above) 
NSHZ2(4-6) 

Card(s) 6: [4(A6,E12.0)J 
(HNNAMS(N), NSH7 pairs of nuclide naaes and relative concentra-
CHZDN(N)) tlon changes to be aade in the specified zones 

(subzones). Concentrations are adjusted by the 
equation C 2 C x + A*AC. 
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III. Processor DCRSPR (Cross Section Processor Input) 

This code processes data for the cross section processor code. 
Since a number of tasks have been programed in the latter, the necessary 
instructions and data aust be supplied as required by the various options. 
A primary role is the conversion from a nuclide ordered cross section 
file ISOTXS, as usually available from cross section preparation codes, 
to a group ordered GRUPXS file required by many of the computation 
Modules in this system. Also, extraneous data in an ISOTXS file nay be 
eliminated, such as the higher moments of scattering and data for nuclides 
not of interest. Important to hold down the computer memory and possibly 
the data transfer requirements for a calculation. 

4 

1 
I 

Header card: DCRSPR in columns (1-6) 
(In stand-alone code execution, not recommended, another card is 

required here giving the memory alloction for data storage, 16, in 
columns (1-6). 
Card 1: Control Options (2413) 

ICDl(l-3) 
ICD2(4-6) 
ICD3(7-9) 

ICD4(10-12) 

ICD5(13-15) 

Option on input cross-section file processing 
0 - Mo processing required. 
1 - Generate a new nuclide-ordered file. 

(ISOTXS) from the file or files having format 
ICD5 (requires additional input data) 

Cr-ion to generate a new group-ordered file (GRUPXS) 
from a nuclide-ordered file. 
0 - No. 
1 - Yes. 
Format of input cross section for ICD3-1. 
0 - Nuclide-ordered file (ISOTXS) 
1 - CITATIOr cross-section sets. 
2 - Merge two nuclide-ordered files (ISOTXS); the 

file control parameters NGROUP, MAXORD, ICHIST, 
NSCKAX, and NSBLOK must be the same for both 
files. 

£ 
% 
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ICD6U6-18) 

ICD7(13-21) 

ICD8(22-24) 

ICD9(25-27) 

ICD10(28-30) 

ICDll(31-33) 

ICD12(34-36) 
ICD13(37-39) 
ICD14(40-42) 
ICD15(43-45) 
ICD16(46-48) 

Option on principal cross-section data for ICD4-1. 
0 - Retain all data. 
1 - Redefine (n,y) cross section to be the capture 

cross section - (n.r) + (n,o) •*• (n,p) + (n,d) • 
(n,t>) - (n.Zn). 

Option on scattering data for ICD4-1. 
0 - Retain all data. 
1 - Retain the total scattering only. 
Option on scattering order for ICD4*1. 
0 - Retain all data. 
M - Retain orders up to (H-l) only. 
Option on scattering record blocking factor for 
ICD4-1. 
0 - HSBLOK-l. 
N - WSBLOK-W, if (MIS0/N)*H-*IIS0, otherwise 

MSBL0K=inS0 where NISO is the number of nuclide*. 
Option to coapute the total scattering Matrix from 
the coaponents for ICD4-1: TOTAL-ELASTIC + 
INELASTIC + M2H (This must be done if the GftUPXS 
file is to be used by VENTURE and there is no total 
scattering data present). 
0 - Ho. 
1 - Yes. 
2 - Yes, but multiply N2N by 2.0. 
Option to create isotope mixtures after processing 
specified by ICD3 and ICD5, if any. A new nucllde-
ordered file (ISOTXS) will be written. 
0 - Ho. 

1 - Yes (requires additional input data). 
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1(3)17(49-51} 

ICD18(52-54) 

ICD19(55-57) 

IC020(58-60) 

1CD2K61-63) 

ICD22(o4-66) 

lCD23(67-69) Option to adit l a t e s t nuclida-ordarad f l l a (ISOTXS) 

0 - Ho. 

1 - Yae. 

ICD24(70-72) Option to adit group-ordered f l l a (GMJPXS). 

0 - No. 

1 - Yas. 

If ICD3 < 0 and ICDU < 0, no additional input is raquirad. 
Card 2: (2413) Control Instructloos (raquirad if ICD3-1 or ICDll-1). 

M0Pl(l-3) Nunber of CITATION cro«»-s«ctloo sees to procasa 
(if N0P1-0 and 1003-1 and ICD5-1, sat ona will be 
processed). If N0P1>0, card(s) 3 raquirad. 

NOP2(4-6) Scattering blocking factor for nuclida-ordarad 
file created froa CITATION cross sections. 
0 - NSBLOK-1. 
N - NSBLOfc-N, If (KK>UF/N)*N-NatOUP, otherwise 

ttSBLOK-1. 
MOPJ(7-9) Option to input a neutron energy spectrum for 

weighting in aixture calculation. 
0 - No. 
N - Yas (N should be equal to the nunber of energy 

groups on the cross section file). If N0P3>0 
card(s) 4 required. 

NOP*(10-12) Option to create pseudo direction dependant 
transport data. 
0 - No. 
1 - Yas, if MOP4>0, card 5 raquirad. 

N0P5(13-15) Option to input override data for isotopes. 
0 - NO. 
N - Yes (N i s the mseber of card(s) 6 ) . 

.1 
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of •Utures (required If ICDll-1). 
Caxd(s) 7, 8, and 9 are required If MOP6>0. 
Mart•• nusber of Isotopes In any n&xture (required 
If ICD11-1). 

•0F6(lt~ia) 

•0P7(19-21) 

•0*8(22-24) 
•0P9(25-27) 
NOP10 (28-30) Option on use of the override data for Isotopes 

when M0P5>0 (applicable only when ICD3-1 and ICDS-0). 
0 - Data corresponds with the order of Isotopes In 

the file. 
1 - Data Identifies isotopes to be selected by 

unique Isotope label. 
•OP1K31-33) 
•Of 12(34-36) 
•Of 13(37-39) 
•OPU (40-42) 
M0P15(43-45) 
•OP16(46-48) 
N0P17(49-51) 
•0*18(52-54) 
•0*19(55-57) 
N0P2O(58-60) 
N0P2K61-63) 
N0P22(64-66) 
•0P23(67-69) 
•0*24(70-72) Option on edit during CITATION cross section 

processing. 
0 - Mo. 
1 - Yes. 

Note: Any subsequent data causes file CXSPRR to be generated. 
Card(s) 3: (2413) CITATION set nunbers to process (required if N0P1>0). 
(ISET(I),I-1,H0P1) Set numbers in ascending order of appearance in 

library. 
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Card(s) 4: (6E12.0) Neutron energy spectrum (required if H0P3X)). 
(WGI(I),I-1,N0P3) Spectrum for weighting in Mixture calculation 

Card 5: (3E12.0) Multipliers for transport cross section (required if 
N0P4X)). 

(TRNOD(I),1-1,3) Multiplier for each coordinate direction 
STRPD(I)-TWM)(I)*STRPL(1) for each energy. 

Card 6: (3A6,6X,3E12.0,4I3) Isotope override data, required if N0P5>0 
and there must be HOPS card(s) 6. 
HIS0M(l-6) Hollerith Isotope label (unique). 
HABSID(7-12) Hollerith Isotope label (absolute). 
HHAT(13-18) Hollerith isotope label (reference). 
AMASS(25-36) Gram atomic weight. 
KFISS(37-48) Total theraal energy yield/fission (watt-sec/fission). 
ECAPT(49-60) Total thermal energy yield/capture (n,v) (watt-

sec/capture) . 
KBF.(61-63) Isotope classification. 
IDP1(64-66) 
IDP2(67-69) 
IDP3(70-72) 

When NOPKH) and ICD3-1, the contents of these cards control the processing 
of the cross sections. The order of these cards awst be one-to-one with 
the order of the isotopes in the old data file(s). One card is read for 
each isotope. If for the label HISONK the word 'DELETE' is specified, 
the data for this isotope are not written on the new nuclide-ordered 
file; otherwise, the data will be included and non-blank names and non
zero data on the card will replace the old data. The new file is com
pleted when N0P5 isotopes have been processed (copied or deleted) which 
•ay be less than the number on the old file. 

When NOP10-1 and ICD3-1 and ICD5-0, this data may be used to control 
the content of the new ISOTXS file. The order of the cards is not 
specified since the unique label (HISONM) is used to identify isotopes 
to be copied to the new file. Non-blank or non-zero values for the rest 
of the data will be put on the new file. The unique label say not be 
changed when using this option. If NOP5-0, data for all isotopes in the 
old file will be copied to the new file. 
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Card (a) 7 and 8 are required for creating Mixtures if MOP6>0. 
Card 7: (213) 

Ml (1-3) First mixture number of a consecutive aet of 
mixtures„a 

M2(t-6) Last mixture of a consecutive set of mixtures. 
Card(s) 8: 4(A6,E12.0) 

Specify sets of a character unique isotope label and the concentration 
(ntoms/bn-ca). A blank label ends this data for these mixtures. Any 
isotope appearing in a mixture will be deleted from the new file. 

Sets of card (a) 7 and 8 are read until a Ml-0 la encountered. 
Card(a) 9: (3A6,6X,?E12.0.4I3) 

Reference data for the mixtures, required if N0P6X) and there must 
be H0P6 card(s). Card format is the same as Card 6. non-blank data 
should be supplied for labels and non-zero data for K M . AMASS, EFISS, 
and ECAFT are calculated for the mixture, but are replaced by non-zero 
entries. 

normally Ml is a mixture number, running from 1 up, and M2 la left blank. 
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IV. Processor DUTLIM (Module Control Input) 

This special input processor is used to add or replace records on 
the interface file COMTRL which is initially created by the control 
•odule. For example, the Reaction Rate nodule reads the record RRTIMS 
to obtain the instructions for calculating reaction rates, die exposure 
nodule reads the record EXPINS for the instructions for exposure and 
shutdown calculations. This processor any be used to add the RRTINS 
and EXPIMS and other records to the CONTROL file. 

Each record of the file COMTRL consists of a REAL*8 six character 
identifier, 100 REAL*8 words and 100 IftTEGER*4 words. The 100 REAL*8 
words nay contain Hollerith information, but the Hollerith will always 
be in the first locations and each Hollerith word will consist of six 
characters. 

Header card: DUTLIN in coluans (1-6). 
Card 1: (A6.6X.4I3). 

HXCTL(l-6) Record Identifier. 
NH(13-15) Number of REAL*8 six-character Hollerith words 

to be input in (12A6) format. 
NR(16-18) Number of REAL*8 floating point numbers to be input 

in (6E12.0) format. 
NI6U9-21) Number of integers to be input in (1216) format. 
NI3(22-24) Number of integers to be input in (2413) format. 
IPR(25-27) Edit data if > 0. 
Note: NH + NR < 100, and NI6 + NI3 < 100. 

Card(s) 2: (12A6) Required if NH > 0. 
(XCD(I),I-1,NH) REAL*8 Hollerith data. 

Card(s) 3: (6E12.0) Required if NR > 0. 
(X£D(NH+l),I-l,NR) REAL*8 floating point data. 

Card(s) 4: (1216) Required if NI6 > 0. 
(IXD(I),I-1,NI6) Integer data. 

Card(s) 5: (2413) Required if NI3 > 0. 
(1XD(N16+I),1-1,NI3) Integer data. 

Note: Unassigned values of XCD or IXD will be zero. 
Data for additional records will be processed until HXCTL on card 1 
equals 6H, or 6HBLANK_ (or end-of-file is read). 
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V. Processor DCMiCR (CITATION Macroacoplc Data) 

Thia code reads aacroacopic croaa section data in the section 008 
format of the CITATIOM codea and writes a peeudo CITATION forsat •icro-
acoplc croaa section file on logical unit 8. Thia file say then be 
converted to the atandard interface file GJtUPXS by the croaa section 
proceeeor code in thia syatesi. 

Header card: DCMAC* In coluana (1-6). 
Card 1: (13) 

MVX(l-3j The ntsiber of zones (pseudo nuclides) in the 
CITATION foraat aacroscopic data below. 

Card 2: (12A6) 
TTTLEU-72) Descriptive title. 

Card(a) 3: The data for a coaplete CITATION input auction 008 including 
the 008 card. 

a0RNL/TM-2496; note that certain assuaptions are aade in converting the 
data to pseudo aicroacopic including valuea of the fiaalon cross section, 
and the full capability laplied in the apecificationa for file ISOTXS or 
GRUPXS la of course not possible. 
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VI. Processor DOMaM (Nuclide Concentrations) 

This code is accessed by a aodule number 99 in the calculatlonal 
path instruction to the control nodule. It has been provided to serve 
several functions of aost interest when large neutronics problems are 
involved requiring sore than one computer run to solve the problea(s). 
On access, 

1- the nuclide concentrations amy be changed in file ZNATDH, 
and/or 

2- a file of the concentrations may be produced in the Section 020 
formatted form of the special processor DVEHTR, normally to 
save the data, which may be on punched cards, and 

3- the contents of file ZMATDN nay be edited. 
The data file MDXSRF, which contains referencing information, is 

required and the tasks are performed in accordance with the data in 
this file. 

Header card: DENMAN in columns (1-6). 
Card 01: 018 in columns 1-3. 

Note: Lacking data in this file after the header card (the code 
finds an end-of-flie), the default task of option N0PN2«1 
below is performed (a formatted file of section 020 for the 
DVENTR special processor input data is generated). 

Card 02: Instructions (2413) 
N0PNM1-3) Option to change the nuclide concentrations in the 

latest version of the ZNATDN file if >0, requiring 
additional data. 

N0PN2(4-6) Option to generate a file of the nuclide concentra
tions in the format of Section 020 of the DVENTR 
special processor (neutronics input) from the latest 
version of the file ZNATDN if >0. The file goes on 
unit 7 which must usually be a device for saving 
data, or may be punched cards in accordance with the 
job control instructions. 
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M0PH3(7-9) Option to edit the data on the latest version of 
the ZKaXDM file if >0. 

M0PM4(10-12) 
M0PS5(13-15) 
N0Pli6(16-18) Option on the version of the nev file ZNATDN to be 

generated to assign the next higher version number 
and write the file on a new unit if >0 (the default 
replaces the existing file with one having the sane 
version number on the sane unit). 

Card(s) 03: If N0PM1 >0, data nust follow in the form required for 
section 020 of the DVEHTR special processor described in this 
report. The first card nust contain 020 in coluans (1-3) and nay 
contain documenting information. Note that existing concentrations 
are not altered unless new concentrations are assigned. If a zero 
concentration is desired for a nuclide in one or sore zones where 
it is non-zero in the file, then such aust be specified. Full 
overlay capability of data by blocks of zones is implemented allowing 
redundant specifications; the last assignment in such event over
rides any earlier ones. 
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VII. Regarding the Interface Data Files 

The following coaaents are offered about the data concents of 
specific interface data files regarding file processing and data use. 

IS#TXS 

1) NSBL0K - the scattering blocking factor Bust be evenly d iv i s ib le 

into NGB#UP. 

2) JBAND - the scattering band width aust be greater than 0 . 

3) LJJ - the scattering in-group tern aust f a l l within the band. 

Coablnatioos of JBAND and IJJ which cause f ict i tuous transfers 

for a given group are not allowed. 

4) LTRN - aust be greater than 0 sad < MAJGORD -I- 1. 

5) LT#T - nust be greater than 0 and < MAXDRD + 1 for tl.e P. 

calculation. 

6) Group-to-group f iss ion spectra are not allowed. 

GRUPXS 

1) NSBL0K - the scattering blocking factor aust be evenly divisible 
into NIS0. 

2) JBAND - saae as IS0TXS. 
3) IJJ - sane as ISfTXS. 
4) Group-to-group fission spectra are not allowed. 
5) The total scattering arrays aust be present. 

CE0DST 

1) IG0M - the following geoaetries are not iapleaented. 
0 - po:.nt. 
11 - Rd 
12 - R6Z 

aFor Version III standard interface data file specifications, reftrr to: 
G. E. Bosler, et al., "LASIP-III, A Generalized Processor for Standard 
Interface Files," ERDA Report, LA-6280-MS (April 1976). 
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13 - R6a 
16 - 0Ra 
Triagonal geoaetry options assuae equilateral triangles. 
Hexagonal geoaetry options assuae regular hexagons. 

2) Boundary indicators for repeating conditions. 
IMB1 - 3 first boundary of diaension 1 aay repeat with second 

boundary of diaension 1. 
IMB2 - 4 second boundary of diaension 1 nay repeat with second 

boundary of diaension 2 (XY,XYZ,T,TZ only - aesh auBt 
be consistent for rotation). 

DB2 * 5 second boundary of diaension 1 aay repeat with itself 
inverted (XY,XYZ,T,TZ only - aesh Bust be consistent 
for rotation). 

3) Boundary constants 
Default constants: 
0.4692 for extrapolated and internal. 
1.0 + 30 for zero flux. 
0.0 for reflected. 
If boundary constants are supplied, no check is aade to assure 
consistency with boundary indicators. 

4) NTRIAG - triagonal geoaetry options 2, 3, and 4 are not 
iapleaented. 

5) V0LR - the region voluaes are not required except for use in 
the reaction rate nodule. 

NPXSRF 

1) N#N, HNNAME, HANAME and NCLM oust be the saae as NTS*, HIS0NM, 
HABSID and KBR, respectively, on CRUPXS. 

2) NZ0NE - aust be the saae as NZ0NE and GE0DST. 
3) V0LZ - the zone voluaes are not required except for use in the 

reaction rate module. However, a case having subzones aust 
have both the zone voluaes and subzone voluaes defined. 

4) ATVTT - is not used, atomic weights are always obtained froa 
GRUPXS. 
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ZNATDH 

1) NTZSZ - must be the same as NZ0NE + NSZ on NDXSRF. 
2) NSLKAD - the density blocking factor must be evenly divisible 

into NTZSZ. 

SEARCH 

1) For concentration searches - nuclide names in search data not 
appearing in GSDPXS (NDXSRF) or are not assigned to the zone(s) 
specified will be eliminated from the calculation. 

2) For dimension searches - NCINTI, NCINTJ, and NCINTK must have 
the same values as the same parameters on GE0DST. 

FIXSRC 

1) Distributed sources for IDIST.EQ.l and NDG0MP.GT.1 will cause 
termination. 

2) Surface sources capability has not been used. 


